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1 Context & Motivation
Causal consistency has become an extremely relevant consistency model in practical geo-replicated storage systems.
This relevance comes from the fact that this is the strongest consistency model that can be implemented in an available
way in light of the CAP theorem [3]. The increase popularity of the edge-computing paradigm has also created some
pressure to build new storage systems with causal guarantees that can operate both in the cloud and at the edge of
the system (i.e, on smaller private/regional data centers or in infrastructures on National ISPs and so forth). One
way to tackle this is to devise novel causal dissemination schemes that can operate efficiently on this challenging and
heterogeneous environment.
In this thesis we plan to evolve solutions for reliable data dissemination based on trees for peer-to-peer systems [7, 5]
that can offer additional causality guarantees while operating efficiently on an hybrid cloud-edge setting.

2 Thesis Goals
The goal is to design, implement, and experimentally evaluate novel causal-based dissemination solutions based on
trees, that should be robust and efficient. The design of these solutions will be guided by requirement of novel replica-
tions schemes based on the dissemination of small metadata information that can guide the replications protocol [2, 6].
In summary this thesis aims at:

Proposal a novel design (or novel designs) for tree based causal dissemination solution.

Implement and document prototypes of all developed solutions.

Conduct an experimental evaluation of the prototypes.

3 Notes & Observations
The thesis work will be advised by João Leitão (jc.leitao@fct.unl.pt). Please send an e-mail if you are interested in
this master thesis proposal.
This thesis project will be pursued in close collaboration with PhD Student Pedro Fouto and MSc student Gonçalo
Tomás.
This master thesis proposal is related with the COSMOS Project (Causal Consistency on the Network Edge) financed
by the Fundação para a Ciência e Tecnologia.
Other relevant bibliography include the Kronos [4], and ChainReaction [1] systems.
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